
IC: SPEAKER: - 

ert. John - F. ‘Kennedy 
ae conspiratorial ‘eross- 

=“University of Victoria 
nee. Was told | _ Thursday 

: pPeaker was sylvia 
M pele a veteran of 21 years 

Pied: talents to.an. n analysis 
Me <Teport of the. Warren 

here : Was a. definite ‘con- 
acys 

d-it is undeniable that 
<Was a crossfire from at 

least. two: different gunmen.” 
Bee ‘Harvey Oswald may not 

have. ‘been one of the conspira- 
tors, ‘she. added. . 

LACKED MOTIVE, MEANS 

é lacked any credible 

He Jacked the means, “unless 

he” ‘had suddenly become a 

cons siderably better - shot than 

feat. te tne were unable to 
match, the agcuracy or even the 
speed with which Oswald is 

supposed ‘to have — shot Ken- 
nédy,”” Miss Meagher said. 

And | che lacked the Oppor- 
tunity. . : 

“He. simply dian’t have the 
time ‘to. meet the very closely 
timed:schedule the Warren 
Commission tried to impose on 
him. 

"LOOK COKE AWAY? 

“When the commision realized 

he didn’t have ‘enough time 
after shooting the president to 

get a coke he was_ holding 

moments after the assassina- 

tion, they simply took it away 
from him. 

“He didn’t have enough time 

Definite Conspiracy’ 

Kennedy Slaying 

(Meagher portrayed the Warren 

to Tun down. four flights’ of 
stairs, over to a. coke machine, 

fish out @ coin and wait for the 
bottle to slide down the chute so 
he could stand there drinking 
out of the bottle, not even short 

of breath from his mad dash, in| 
time for a Dallas policeman to 
see him there. 

“So the Dallas policeman 
"| Simply forgot about the coke. 

“This is just one example of a 
“teonstant pattern of revision, key 
{witnesses saying one thing’ 

before the commission and quite, 
another in sworn affidavits right 
after the assassination.” 

DELIBERATE 

An amateur painter, Miss 

Commission Report as “a veri- 

table constellation of defects, 
some of which are trivial, some 

are thoughtless, and some are 
unmistakeably deliberate and 
gross mistatements.’’ 

Asked if President . Johnson 

appeared te be linked in the 
ahleped conspiracy, Miss 
Meagher said: 

“I have seen no evidence} 
Specifically pointing to any 
individual at that level, or any 
other level for that matter. 

“But it is true that while: 
there is little evidence even 

suggesting Johnson’s implication 
in the plot, there is more: 

evidence against Johnson than. 
against Oswald.” 

Miss Meagher has just com-| 
pleted for publication this| 

autumn of a 650-page work on! 
the defects of the commission 
report. 

Why? . 
Because I don’t think any of, 

us can afford to sit back idly in 

the face of such a_ gross 

miscarriage of justice,” Sylvia 
Meagher said. 


